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ABSTRACT
This research  aims to find out the effect of fraud risk assessment in determining  Auditors response in the terms of the
nature, extent, and timing, for further audit procedures. Study is conducted atPeople’s Credit Bank (Bank BPR) which is
a bank that conducts the business conventionally. Bank is a subject to fraud risk, especially fraud risk from lending
process. Fraud risk can cause material misstatement in bank’s financial statements and misappropriation of
assets.therefore, bank management will hire external auditor to audit the financial statements.Analytical descriptive
method is used to solve and answer the problems.Based on the study conducted, the identified significant fraud risks are
kickbacks on illegal loans and kickbacks related to external fraud, which are asset-based and floor plan loan fraud.
Company’s relevant internal control can mitigate some of the fraud risk. For auditor’s responds, auditor should expand
substantive test for reconciliation and collateral appraisal, conduct audit at the end of period, and increase the number of
the sample used. In the future, company should use pre-numbered credit document. Company should segregate duty
between credit analyst and internal inspector unit, perform job rotation regularly, synchronized organization structure
and job description, and use appraisal service for collateral appraisal.
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INTRODUCTION
People’s always seek for additional funding to fulfill their need. Especially for they who are gaining money only from
micro business as a farmer, such as people who live in  societies of  Lembang, in Bandung district. Because same time,
their plantations harvest isn’t as good as they expected.Besides, thiseconomy crisis Era has been lowering the buying
power of people since goods/services prices get higher and higher.
Additional fund that the farmer need, can be receiptfrom Banking credits as one alternative. All Banks generally offer
credit to borrowers with certainty requirements. BPR also, they have some requirements or covenants to be fulfilled by
borrowers that will get credit from BPR. Bank BPR has become grow and grow recently, based on OJK (Financial
Services Authority), data per April 2014, the total credit that is distributed to society from all Bank BPR is around  IDR
62.815.334.865,00 which wasincrease 9,32% from July 2013.
BPR has a function as an intermediary, that is receipt money from society and will distributedto other people. BPR also
is a subject to fraud risk, especially fraud risk from lending process. Fraud risk can cause material misstatement in
bank’s financial statements and misappropriation of assets, which is against one of internal control’s objectives, that is
reliability of financial reporting. Therefore, bank management will hire external auditor to audit their financial
statements and increasing their internal control in credit division.
Fraud can be happened in credit division for example, like giving loan to “Phantom borrowers” from intern in the Bank.
Or assets based loan fraud, that classified as external fraud.  As states by Albrecht, et al. (2012, h.6), fraud causes by 3
factors that are pressure, opportunity, and rationalization.
Based on explanation before, the issues to be addressed in this study are put into this research questions: (1)What is the
result of fraud risk assessment in company’s lending procedures, (2)How far the effectiveness of internal control in
mitigating significant fraud risk, and (3) What is Auditor’s responds based on fraud risk assessment result.

THEORITICAL REVIEW
The Definition of Auditing
According to Arens, et Al. (2013, h.24),  the definition of Auditing is:
“Auditing is the accumulation and evaluation of evidence about information to determine and report on the degree of
correspondence between the information and established criteria. Auditing should be done by a competent, independent
person.”
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The Definition and Causes of Fraud
According to Albrecht (2012), there are two types of fraud; external and internal. External fraud is the one done by
people outside an entity or a company; while internal fraud is the one done by a company’s staff, managers, or
executives. To help the auditors in detecting frauds possible during the investigation, they need to know and understand
the types and characteristics of fraud, and the techniques to detect it.
Basically fraud can be occur caused by 3 conditions: (1) Pressure – people can became corrupt/doing fraud because of
pressure for example financial pressure. According toArens, et. Al ( 2013: 355), the reason why someone doing fraud is
because of  Financial pressure, to fulfill their needs. They do whatever they can to earning money as easy way as
possible. Another reason is (2) because there are opportunities that are open for perpetrator to hide their fraud. For
instant, when procedures of Credit Bank is poor of control then this will create an opportunity for someone to do fraud,
such as of bribery, unreliable collateral or un-comply documents. Or there is opportunities to avoid punishment, which
is one of the factor that encourage fraud. And the last reason (3) is Rationalization – in this terms rationalization is an
attitude, character, and a set of ethical values that allow someone to commit a dishonest act, or they are in an
environment that imposes sufficient pressure that causes them to rationalize committing a dishonest act.
Three elements above are interrelated, the greater opportunity or pressure, the smaller rationalization needed to motivate
people to be corrupt/ doing fraud. Otherwise, the more dishonest people, the smaller opportunities and/or pressure
needed to do fraud.

Pressure

OpportunityRationalization
Figure 1 Fraud Triangle (Arens, et. Al: 2013: 355)

Internal Control
The risk of the numerous effort of doing many form of fraud, by so many people within company, is the reason that
company has to find out a way to reduce those risk, one of the answer is by implementing of adequate internal control
with a maximum internal check activities.
According to Wilkinson, Internal control can be defined as a consist of policies and procedures that are implemented by
management and their staff so that company could achieve their goals and targets (Wilkinson et. Al: 1997).
And the control system can be defined as an effort or treatment of a system, with a particular input, to obtain the desired
output. Control system is a reciprocal relationship among the components that make up a system configuration that
provides desired result in the form of response (Dorf: 1983). In other words, control is the process of influencing
members of other organization to implement organizational strategies set.
Risk Definition
Risk involves identifying, analyzing, and managing those risk that pose a threat to the achievement of the organization’s
objectives. For example the company should assess the risk that might prevent it from preparing reliable financial
reports and then take steps to minimize those risk (Williams, et. Al: 2015: 9)
And in terms of that risk, the definition of credit risk is the way of Creditors look to the possibility of the entity to fulfill
their claim. (William, et. Al: 2015: 634).
To assess Risk, according  toPractice advisory IPPF : 2120-1 : Assessing the Adequacy of Risk Management Processes,
states that: Evaluate the effectiveness and contribute to the improvement of risk management processes: (1)
Organizational objectives support and align with the organization’s mission; (2) Significant risks are identified and
assessed; (3) Appropriate risk responses are selected that align risk with the organization’s risk appetite
And Practice Advisory IPPF: 2120-3: Internal Audit Coverage of Risks to Achieving Strategic Objectives, states that:
Evaluate risk exposures relating to the organization’s governance, operations, and information systems regarding
the:achievementof the organization’s strategic objectives.

Research Method

This research is conducted in Lembang in district of Bandung. Generally speaking, all society in Lembang is farmers.
This research is used Analytical descriptive method. This method revealed the information about Company’s Loan
Procedures, Credit Analysis, Credit decision, NPL data , and review the internal control of Loan procedure. All data
will be obtained by collecting, observe and fulfill the questionnaire, and will be analyzedwith logical thinking to
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generate conclusion and which is used analysis approach . In this case, we especially analyze about how those
procedures drivers that can push to increase risk Fraud in Credit division.
Research Object
Research object which is used in this research is BPR Bank Company in Lembang Bandung district.  That is People’s
Credit Bank for improving/strengthening all farmers in Lembang area. Then generally their major borrowers of this
Bank almost of all are farmers.
RESULT &DISCUSSION
TheIdentification of Fraud Risk Factor
This study used two questionnaire to identify fraud risk factor, that are fraud risk factor which is related to fraudulent
financial reporting and misappropriation of assets. The analysis for  each finding of fraud risk factor will be based on
tree elements of fraud, that are pressure, opportunity and , Rationalization.

Fraud Risk Register
First of all, Fraud risk register is used to identify fraud risksignificantwhich explained every fraud risk factor can
happened and doing assessment based on  the opportunities of likelihood to occur (L) andimpact (I). the grade that
indicated how the probability risk will occurred for both components are high, medium, andlow. The result from
likelihood and impact will be combined in combined risk (CR), which is interpretateas  gradehigh, medium, or low.
Significant riskis riskwhich is had both impact and likelihood high (IFAC, 2010b, h.121).

Table 1.Fraud Risk Register

Risks Identified
What Could Go

Wrong

FSA Impact -
CEAV

Inc.

Risk
Assessment

CR
Significa
nt Risk?
Yes/NoAsset

s
Liabil
ities

L I

Pressure

1
Requirement to pay
borrower loan

Window dressing CAV C E M H M No

2
Company Loan
Target to be reached
by AO

Loans to "phantom"
borrowers, nominee
loans (offers credit
to) noncreditworthy

V L H M No

Opportunity

1
A very big Total
cash available

Theft of cash CEA M H M No

2
Easily conversion
assets

Misuse, theft of
assets

E L H M No

3
Nomandatory
vacation

Kickbacks on illegal
loans, kickbacks
terkaitexternal fraud

EAV A H H H Yes

4
No segregation of
duties between SPI
and Credit analysis

Fraud
padabagiankredit

CEA
V

A H H H Yes

Research result
Notes:
FFR = Fraudulent Financial Reporting CEAV = Completeness, Existence, Accuracy, Valuation
MA  =Misappropriation of Assets L/M/H = Low /Medium / High

From the analysis of questioners and interviews that have been done, there are two frauds risk related to fraudulent
Financial reporting:

Fraud risk related to fraudulent Financial reporting
From the analysis of questioners and interviews that have been done, there are two frauds risk related to
fraudulent  Financial reporting:
(1) Remove Non Performing Loan (NPL) by Reciprocal Loans

To fulfill certain condition of OJK requirement, Bank issued the new loan to the company for repayment
of loans as NPL, increasing cash and improve its performance in terms of lending smoothly.

(2) Window dressing
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This can be done with recorded fictitious income from administrative fees filing credit, new credit, or from
mortgage interest receive. With recorded fictitious income loans, Bank can increase its total assets and
revenues. Window dressing can also be done by recording improper assets valuation by reducing the
allowance for credit losses or increasing the value of foreclosed collateral.

(3) Our assessment and analysis of the possibility of window dressing fraud is a medium risk, due to for
audited financial statements by an external auditor. But if the act of fraud does happen, then there will be
material misstatement that impact rated high. Then with the medium likelihood and high impact ,
combined risk are obtained so that the risk is not considered significant.

(4) Account officer (AO) must be met their lending targets
All AO of this Bank is a contract employee. AO given credit disbursement target to be achieve each
month. when the AO cannot reach the target, Bank would be decide to rescind contract. As a result,
pressures exerted on AO would be sufficiently high as to cause risk of fraud, such as ‘phantom borrowers”
loan or “Straw borrower” loans. And offer credit to related parties could possibly be non-creditworthy.
But the probability of fraudulent taking places of all risk above is low, due to the strong credit analyst
division and credit committee. Then, low likelihood and high impact could result in medium combined
risk as such the risk is considered non-significant.

Fraud risk realted to misappropriation of assets.
Based on the information obtained and analyzed , here’s the discussion of indentified risks related to
assets misuse.

(1) The existence of large amount of cash
Companies, similar to Bank generally, have large amount of cash. Cash would be an assets with
significant risks of misuse, so there would requirement of effective control to reduce the probability of
fraud. When employees that have access ti cash steal, then the assertion of existence and accuracy in the
report of financial position would be affected, and the total amount of cash that is reported to be less than
existing records, so thus the appearance of misrepresentation of financial report.

(2) Another kind of cash theft is the risk of theft of cash receive (cash larceny), this theft will cause that
available cash will less than the report amount. Also another theft is Lapping which is employee who
received payment for their loans will took the cash and cover it with payment of loans from another
customers. Assertion that involved in cash larceny and Lapping are completeness and accuracy of
financial statements. The possibility of fraud stands in medium range because recording events is done by
an accountant and with the installation of CCTV where cash is kept, various impact cause from
misappropriation of assets stand in high range so that combined risk medium that indicate the risk are not
significant.

(3) Existence of easily converted assets
Bank has easily converted assets such as credit guarantee document, and employee who has access to that
assets could misuse the document by using it for their personal loan guarantee, or employee could stole the
credit guarantee document to be sold in the market and kept the sales result from that action.
Misappropriation of this could influence to existence assertions of assets in financial statement. But
because of the control among employee and CCTV in that location then the assertion stand in low range.
But if this fraud really happened will cause a high risk, because will affect the Bank reputation. Our
conclusion this is not significant for the Bank because the composite or combined risk still stands in
medium range.

(4) The absence of mandatory vacation.
Until now, this Bank’s human resources is still limited and hasn’t had rules that oblige employees to take
vacation. As a result, employee who involved in the loan process could continuously do fraud until he/she
got caught. Various fraud can be done by the employee such as kickbacks on illegal loans and kickbacks
related external fraud. The probability of this fraud to be occurred is high, so that it result significant risk
with combined risk at high scale.

(5) The lack of segregation of duties in internal inspector unit (SPI) and Credit analysis
This lack raise a fraud risk in fraudulent of financial reporting and also misappropriation of assets. Their
focus is not fully effective because is divided into their task as credit analysis and as SPI. Therefore, the
likelihood is valued high and the impact is valued high, resulting high combined risk and significant.

Understanding The Internal Control.
Internal control questionnaire based on COSO Internal Control-Integrated Framework, shows the result bellow.

Table 2. The Result of The Internal Control Questionnaire
No Components of Internal Control Yes No TR

1. Control Environment
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a. Integrity and Ethical values 3 0 0

b. Commitment to Competence 4 0 0

c. The Board of Directors or Audit Committee
participation

10 0 0

d. Philosophy and Operating style of management 5 0 0

e. Organization Structure 3 1 0

f. Policies & Practices in Human Resources 7 2 0

2. Risk Assessment 8 0 0

3. Control Activities 12 3 0

4. Communication & Information 7 1 0

5. Supervision 5 1 0
Resources: Research Result

Based on questionnaires which has been used, the company already has a good internal control relating to manage risk
in credit division, especially for activities control, participation of The Board of Directors and Audit committee, in risk
assessment and also in Human Resources division. However, there are some weaknesses in the company’s internal
control components such as: the mismatch between the organizational structure and job description; no job rotation; no
mandatory vacation, no segregation of duties between credit analysis and SPI; thedocuments doesn’t pre-numbered, and
there is no Internal auditor, also management hasn’t been used adequately resourced.
When Internal control review result combined with the probability of occurred, then we come-up in conclusion that the
control of the company on lending is good enough. It can be seen that there is distribution of authority in deciding the
loan based on the value of loans submitted by prospective borrowers. If the submitted loan is less than IDR
150.000.000; then authority will be given to credit committee. If the submitted loan exceeds IDR 150.000.000 the
authority for decision making is on commissioners.
This study also identified the weakness of internal control, such as Bank doesn’t provide loan based on project
identification; Bank isn’t receipt the Financial Statementof client.
Control Design Matrix
After gaining an understanding of company internal control, the next step is assess the internal control. Assessing
internal control is based on significant fraud risk factor that is relevant, whether internal control can prevent, detect, or
correct risk or not.
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Table 3. Control Design Matrix
Risk factors: what can go wrong
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Assertions addressed by risk factor AV EAV

1
Management very commit to do Integrity and comply with Ethical
values

CE P P Y

2 Bank use External Auditor CA DC Y
3 there is sanksion for un-ethical and brake the ethic value CE P P N

4
There is monitoring and reviewing Bank performance and Financial
Statement from Bord of Directors

MO P P Y

5 Bank making collectability assessment for their debiturs CA DC Y
6 Credit Committee making credit decision CA P Y

Y S

1 Giving Loan without project identificators
2 Collateral revaluation isn't based on appraisal
3 interest rate determination isn't based on credit risk
4 No mandatory vacation and job rotation
5 No pre-numbered documents in credit transaction
6 Organization Structure and Job Description isn't satisfy
7 No segregation of juties among SPI and Credit Analysis

Do the control procedure mitigate the risk factor?

Key: Y = Risk mitigated   S = Some mitigation   No = Material weakness exists

Identification of Weaknesses

Sources: Research result

Key: Assertions
C = Completeness
E = Existence
A = Accuracy
V = Valuation

Internal Control Component
CE = Control environment
CA = Control activites
IS   = Information and

Communication
MO = Monitoring

Type of control
P = Prevent
D = Detect

From the table of Control design matrix, we found out, that:
(1) Control can be prevented company from Kickbacks on illegal loans

There are several control component that can reduce the risk of kickback on illegal loans, such as Integrity that is
credit analyst can’t be compromised and the importance of ethical judgment, the sanction for violation of the code
of conduct and ethical values, reviewed and monitoring from the board of directors about the performance of
company’s operation and financial report, as well as the regular collectability assessment conducted by the Bank
to their debtors.

(2) Control can be Prevented company from kickback of external fraud
Kickback of external fraud very difficult to detect due to the absence of job rotation and mandatory vacation. In
addition the company has not used an external appraisal to assess debtors collateral thus increasing the possibility
of kickback of external fraud; particularly assets-based loan fraud. One component of control that can be used to
reduce the risk of this is the importance of ethical values and integrity delivery by management.

Auditor’s Further Response
The result of significant risk assessment and internal control conducted on fraud risk assessment stage effect on the risk
response. At this stage, Auditor determines the Audit plan that covers the nature, timing and extent of further audit
procedures. If the company’s internal control is considered to be effective, the Auditor can be relied on test of control
and reduce the substantive test.
Based on all discussion and analysis before, we can concluded that Bank’s internal control has been able reduced fraud
risk factors that exist in the Bank, especially in the provision of credit. However, the internal control can’t fully
mitigated those significant fraud risk due to the weakness in internal control Bank’s itself. So then, Auditor can’t fully
rely on Bank’s internal control.
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Furthermore, from the perspective of Auditor’s responds,  based on the statements before that Auditor can’t fully rely
on the internal control, then to determining audit scope, Auditor should expand substantive test for reconciliation and
collateral appraisal, conduct audit at the end of period, and increase the number of the sample used.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION
Conclusion obtained from research and discussion of fraud risk assessment implementation result on credit approval
division are (1) From identification of fraud risk there are two significant fraud risk factors that are No mandatory
vacation and No segregation of function between Credit analyst and Internal Inspector Unit (SPI); (2) from
understanding of Internal control this study find out that internal control which is relevant with significant fraud risk
only be able to reduced risk partially not whole risk, so then the fraud risk in term of composite grade is still significant;
(3) from fraud risk assessment procedure implementation, it is known that Auditor cannot entirely depend on
company’s internal control, then Auditor should increase the number of sample taken, expand substantive test of
transaction for reconciliation and collateral appraisal, also conduct audit at the end of period.
Several recommendation that could be given to increase internal control of credit analysis division are (1) In the future,
company should use pre-numbered credit document,(2) Company should segregate duty between credit analyst and
internal inspector unit, (3) perform job rotation regularly, (4) synchronize organization structure and job description,
and (5) use appraisal service for collateral appraisal.
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